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the industry today with 1,862
comments and 10,427 poll votes
analyzed in real time by Qutee
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• Of the 1,862 comments, the
average comment length
reached 120 words
or 647 characters.
• 6,485 sentiments were
recorded across 458 discussion
topics, with the most popular
issues discussed around
community, friends, gameplay,
developers and graphics.

45.6% of respondents spend 20 hours or
more playing games each week, while over
90% play for at least 10 hours.
• 61.8% of respondents watch gaming
streams every week, with a third of those
respondents watching every day.

In line with the 1,862 comments,
influencers cite the growth in
initial costs, microtransactions
and pay-to-win as their biggest
causes of discontent with
today’s industry.

Seven out of 10 respondents feel that
gaming gives them value for money.
• Over two thirds of respondents (68.6%) do
not object to cosmetic microtransactions,
with only 5.8% never purchasing them.
• Respondents were split in opinion as to
whether games were becoming less
innovative, with 37.3% for yes; 31.6% for
unsure; and 31.3% for no respectively.
• 41.8% of respondents favored indie publishers
over big names like Riot, Nintendo and EA
when considering their performance
across 2017.
Three quarters of respondents do not
intend to buy a virtual reality headset in
2018, with only 5.1% confirming a definite
intent to purchase in the next year.
Most prominent discussion topics explore the
impact of influencers and streamers on the
community, and the complex relationship
between publishers and independent
developers.

Getting the Measure of
Gaming Today
By Tim Wilson, founder of Qutee
Gaming today resembles the golden age of the
movie studio, with huge design and production
departments working alongside scores of actors,
script and story developers, musicians and composers, not to mention the extensive licensing teams
responsible for everything from product placement
to sampling the latest charting tracks or even
sourcing original content from the world’s biggest
artists. So much of gaming is conducted on the
grandest of scales – visuals are barely discernible
from real life, in-game worlds are as big as entire
galaxies, eSports tournaments command millions of
viewers, multiplayer modes can feature millions of
people playing concurrently. This last point is vital.
Where once gaming was predominantly an isolated
experience, to the extent that parents genuinely
worried that computer games were stopping their children going out and making friends, today’s games create vast virtual
communities in which people chat, co-operate, problem-solve and, of course, form genuine friendships.
For many, the experience of gaming is as much about the spectacle as the gameplay, which is why scores of YouTubers command
the attention of millions of followers as they livestream their jaunts through the latest releases or develop compelling ‘how to’
guides to help their followers upskill and progress. It’s also the reason why gaming championships have grown exponentially in the
past few years, to the extent that competitions such as the League of Legends World Championship commanded a global audience
of more than 60 million. This spectacle increasingly rivals that of the Champions League Final or Super Bowl, creating increasingly
compelling opportunities for advertisers and sponsorships along the way. Gaming has long been a multi-billion-dollar industry;
today, more than ever, the industry behaves like one.
At the same time, huge demand for ‘classic’ gaming still endures. The limited release Super Nintendo and Sega Mega Drive Classic
mini-consoles sold out on pre-orders alone while mobile gaming continues to pull in millions of players every day with reworkings
or adaptations of archetypal puzzler, strategy, shoot ‘em up or platform formats. Gaming exists at home, on the move, at leisure time
and even at work (for those who dare!), on multiple devices and in a myriad of different formats. What’s more, with huge
augmented reality hits like last year’s Pokémon Go! further blurring the boundaries between our physical and virtual everyday
lives, and a raft of new technologies such as VR promising to make gaming even more immersive in the years ahead, there’s
a sense that gaming has never been more ‘real’, not to mention more accepted, more a part of the mainstream and more
inclusive than ever before.

Gaming
exists at home,
on the move,

Yet it has not all been plain-sailing for the gaming industry in recent years. Just think of the widespread anger of
content creators and players alike, against Valve and Bethesda’s ongoing attempts to monetize mods – or the
huge backlash against EA’s microtransactions system in Star Wars: Battlefront II after players pointed out
that the system gave the gamers with the deepest pockets an unfair competitive advantage.

at leisure time and
These incidents exemplify a growing concern within the hardcore gaming community that
gaming might be ‘selling out’ in its pursuit of global dominance. When Sony launched the PS4,
even at work (for those
it did so with the tagline ‘For The Players’, but all the evidence is that gaming today is for the
who dare!), on multiple
masses – ‘for everyone’. The question must therefore be asked: how do the players feel
devices and in a myriad of
about this?
different formats.

To gauge sentiment amongst the world’s most dedicated, loyal and long-term gaming fanatics, we invited seven leading
gaming influencers - CapgunTom, MarzBar, Phylol, lionheartx10, Oakelfish, Huzzy and homelespenguin - to host an in-depth discussion
about gaming today on our next-gen social data discussion platform Qutee. We wanted these trusted ambassadors of the gaming
world to reach out to gaming audiences everywhere and solicit a unique canvas of opinion and perspective on what players love, hate,
value or despise about the current state of the industry as well as its future direction.
Gamers, like film buffs, musos, avid readers, arts lovers - in fact pretty much anyone with a hobby or interest – have long had their
opinions stifled and stymied by a social internet built for broadcasting rather than genuine debate. Web 2.0 was supposed to level
the playing field for online discussion, but in fact it’s served only to empower a small handful of dominant market players that
dictate and control the terms of every conversation. That’s why, whether you’re a gamer, gaming influencer, games developer, or
anyone else within the vast gaming ecosystem, it’s nigh on impossible to either make your views heard or garner meaningful
feedback via conventional online discussion platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and the like.
Influencers such as CapgunTom and Phylol have embraced our platform because it allows them to get meaningful answers to the
questions they ask of their audience via data discussions. Qutee’s data discussions analyze and organize every comment into key
data points the audience can filter while also collecting opinions via polls. And what better question to ask than ‘How do you feel
about gaming today?’… which is exactly what we’ve posed to players in this report.
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Gaming Today: The Qutee polls in detail
As part of its Gaming Today report, Qutee asked players a series of simple questions about their gaming behaviors and attitudes
designed to shed new light on their current level of commitment to gaming and what is likely to interest and excite them most in
2018 and beyond. More than 10,000 votes were cast across the seven polls, by an even spread of gamers from casual to professional,
generating some surprising revelations in the process.

How much time do you play each week?
For almost one third of players, gaming is more than just a part-time experience:
29.6% admitted to playing for more than 25 hours per week, equivalent to
upwards of three and a half hours every day.
A further one in six respondents (16%) dedicated 20-25 hours per week to
gaming, while just 7.9% of players logged fewer than 10 hours per week,
meaning that more than nine out of 10 gamers register the equivalent of almost
one and a half hours’ playing time every day of the week.
This huge time investment in gaming demonstrates the incredible commercial
potential of the gaming sector, particularly when considering the fact that there
are 90 million10 gamers in the US and 32 million11 in the UK. This level of
audience engagement is really only comparable to that of television12, though
of course unlike television programming, gamers are far less likely to spend
their time hopping from one game to the next. However, it also demonstrates
the importance in getting the product right, both in terms of longevity as well
as basic elements such as gameplay and story. Look at the backlash against
relatively recent titles such as Mass Effect: Andromeda for ongoing performance
and animation issues, 1-2 Switch for being an expensive gimmick with a short
shelf life, and No Man’s Sky for a basic lack of interesting things to do within the
game. Players choose to invest the bulk of their leisure time into gaming – it’s
critical that developers put themselves in the gamers’ shoes and make the long-term
experience just as rewarding as the first couple of hours’.

10-15 hours (233 votes | 17.7%)
15-20 hours (380 votes | 28.9%)
20-25 hours (210 votes | 16%)
Less than 10 hours (104 votes | 7.9%)
More than 25 hours (389 votes | 29.6%)

How often do you watch gaming streams?
The popularity of gaming streams has grown exponentially in the past few years,
fuelled by the meteoric rise of platforms such as Twitch and Facebook Live, which
allow influential gamers to stream themselves to a live audience as they play
through a title, creating a shared gaming experience across vast online communities. An impressive one fifth of gamers claim to watch these streams every single
day, with a further two fifths signing onto a live stream at least a few times a
week – in total that’s more than 60% of gamers engaged in the live stream world
every week.
As came to light in the discussion, streaming today constitutes an important
part of gaming both as a hobby and as a profession, one with such value that
nearly two thirds of respondents incorporate streams as a mainstay in their
daily or weekly routines. And for good reason. The gamers’ comments demonstrate a clear and unique appreciation for the social and cultural function of
streaming. As one commenter succinctly notes: “Platforms like YouTube and Twitch
help us show off new games, revitalize old ones and we get to watch games and players do
incredible things.”13 So streaming can be seen as a way to take a broader look at
gaming as a whole; it’s an opportunity to delve into games of the past, explore
new releases and share experience with the streamer and among the community.
Whether it be for challenge, obsession, or just to share a funny feature, streaming
provides an accessible medium for sharing both among communities and with
the pros.

Everyday (284 votes | 21.5%)
Few times a week (532 votes | 40.3%)
Never (27 votes | 2%)
Rarely (476 votes | 36%)

“Watching streamers is pretty good, a mix between long-form podcast but also game play, great background sound when working. Better yet, to have
a sense of community and be part of the gamer's show by talking in chat live instead making a comment on a video that was made 24 hrs before.”14
The popularity of podcasts has skyrocketed in recent years, with countless series covering an increasing variety of topics and
audiences. This particular comment highlights that many players view streaming as the podcast of the gaming world, and this
would make sense, given the unavoidable importance of the visual to the gaming experience.
What is clear by reviewing the gamers’ comments is that streaming can be both a passive or active pastime. It can provide
background noise for working, studying or relaxing; watched for insight or entertainment like a news roundup or tv show; or be a
means of real-time interaction and engagement among the streamer and their audience. Whatever its function, it’s an important
element of gaming today, and the most influential streamers hold huge sway and clout over the wider conversation.
While some of the most popular franchises (e.g. FIFA) are in fact older than the gamers doing the streaming, the authority
commanded by these influencers should not be underestimated. Endorsements for new titles by influencers can carry far more
weight than a conventional review; similarly, any discontent they experience with a game can be amplified considerably (and at
great speed) through their community of followers.
The gaming streams trend has provoked changes in the development world, with gaming developers beginning to give more
thought up-front to the optics of their titles and how they’ll play out on a live streaming environment. SUPERFIGHT, Wastelanders,
and Streamline, for example, are some of the games pioneering this approach, in conjunction with online streaming platform
Twitch15, and its stream-focused game engine Lumberyard16. Perhaps more interesting, however, is the acute sense of responsibility
these influencers feel towards their audiences. To command sway within the gaming industry, they position themselves as the
gatekeepers and guardians of gaming community sentiment and opinion – but to ensure this claim is legitimate, they must go out
of their way to engage with their audiences, canvassing their thoughts and feedback on the games being played as well as the
streaming/content experience they’re delivering. Ultimately, these influencers rely upon continued engagement to sustain their
businesses (and make no mistake – these influencers are running professional, lucrative business operations) which is why many of
them have been working with Qutee in recent months, using its discussion platform to drive deeper audience engagement and
more meaningful online conversations.

Does gaming give you value for your money?
Gaming has never been cheap, that’s for sure, and while the cost of gaming hardware
production is comparatively lower than in years gone by, the ever-inflating
development budgets for the games themselves have meant that prices for new
release titles still require a sizeable outlay. A typical PC game today costs around
$50; for PS4 or Xbox One the average amount for a new release is $60. From a
hardware perspective, a ‘gaming PC’ will set a player back upwards of $1000,
while the latest editions of the two consoles currently retail at around $350 and
$500 respectively. For non-gamers, these prices may seem exorbitant, but how
do the gamers themselves feel? Well, our research shows that the vast majority,
more than seven out of ten gamers (70.6%) do feel that gaming gives them
value for money, compared to just 9.4% of those who feel that the cost currently outweighs the value.
This ringing endorsement for the industry should be tempered ever so slightly
by the one in five gamers who described themselves as ‘unsure’ about whether
gaming is good value for money. In a world in which myriad forms of entertainment compete every day for audiences’ attention, the industry cannot afford to
rest on its laurels. Developers must not only ensure that new titles continue to
deliver a truly satisfying, immersive experience, but publishers must continue to
examine their pricing models and consider greater innovation in how different
gaming experiences might be best priced.

No (121 votes | 9.4%)
Unsure (257 votes | 20%)
Yes (908 votes | 70.6%)

Overall, the discussion was weighted towards the opinion that value for money was higher if gaming maximized the upfront cost;
microtransactions were often cited as a factor that pushed games away from an acceptable price point. One gamer brought up the
important point that there’s a risk involved when choosing at which price point to buy games: if they buy at a cheaper price point,
the quality of the game might be reduced and therefore the returns are lower - they inevitably spend less time playing the game.
Conversely, they could spend a higher amount on an individual game, which is more likely to be worth it from a value for money
point of view, though this is still not guaranteed. This is highly subjective to individual choice however, and many commenters
agreed that variety in price points was positive; “Not every game needs to be $60 with 40 hours of content and four DLCs. As long as the
content-to-price ratio is fair, games can be created to target any price point.”17
The interesting dilemma is that games that garner hundreds or even thousands of hours of play are the best value by this metric,
but the development costs don't necessarily match. For example, Rocket League costs virtually nothing to create, is marketed with
minimal budget, and is full of microtransactions. However, it has strong replayability and therefore a huge community; such games
throw off the proportional value of other games that explore different art forms. In short, gamers are somewhat rigid in pricing as
they see all games as a level playing field. Often, they aren't paying more to get more.
The lesson for publishers is that they should seek to price games upfront according to proportional value, taking into account the
costs gamers might incur after purchasing the game. Gamers accept that publishers have to make money - that’s a given - but
they feel today that profit is being taken too far. To keep gamers onside, as one gamer comments, better justification for pricing a
product should be communicated to consumers; “Although I accept the prices of games will always change, rising and falling with the
markets. I feel that games companies should do more to inform people about the reasons behind their pricing decisions.”18 With the reputation
that some of the big publishers have within the community at present, this level of transparency would only serve them well in
the long run.

What do you think of microtransactions?
One billion gamers, or half of the global gaming community, spend money while
gaming.19 It’s a huge market; global in-game spending is set to reach $32 billion by
2020, around a 33% growth on 201520. Yet, despite its growing prevalence, the
debate around microtransactions in the community worldwide is split. A case in
point for the continued close examination of pricing models, microtransactions
have proved to be a contentious issue in the gaming industry over the past
12 months. The most high-profile example of a gamer backlash around
micropayments came with the launch of Star Wars: Battlefront II. The payments
system EA adopted allowed gamers to bypass hours of damage boost/levelling
up/accruing XP by paying for these character enhancements, in essence
meaning that gamers with cash to burn were able to quickly gain a competitive
advantage over players that could not afford, or were unwilling, to make these
micropayments.
Interestingly, our study presented a very mixed picture in terms of gamer
attitudes towards micropayments. The research suggests that the concept of
micropayments is not fundamentally flawed in of itself, as only 2.4% of gamers
would rather pay for everything upfront; rather, it is the context in which the
system is deployed that determines each gamer’s response. For example, more
than two-thirds of gamers (68.6%) explained that ‘cosmetic only’ micropayments
are ‘okay’ – i.e. they have no problem with individual players making in-game
purchases as long as they don’t alter the core parameters of the game. As echoed
by dozens of respondents, if microtransactions allow a player to make their
character or property look better, without altering capabilities or gameplay, the
overarching sentiment is that this presents no issue.

Cosmetic only is ok (896 votes | 68.6%)
Dislike pay to win (287 votes | 22%)
I don’t purchase them (76 votes | 5.8%)
I’d rather pay up front (31 votes | 2.4%)
I’m a fan (17 votes | 1.3%)

“From a purely cosmetic standpoint, with things like character and weapon skins, microtransactions do no more than help a person entertain
themselves”21, such as in the CoD WW2 Supply drop system. One player even noted that the purchase of microtransactions can be a
means for the player to support a developer they like, “Some people like to buy these to just support developers of their favorite game. I have
definitely spent money on these to support game developers of games I enjoy.”22 For some gamers, cosmetic microtransactions have a wider
significance than for gameplay alone. However, there is a small percent of pay-to-win players that spend such massive amounts,
they account for a surprising market share, making it economically feasible for publishers to continue including this feature.
Unsurprisingly, this leads to toxicity amongst players, due to larger gaps of 'pay-to-win' discrepancies.
Almost one quarter (22%) cited ‘pay to win’ as an example of a micropayments model that they disliked, with some calling these
companies and the environment they create “sickening” and “toxic”. Due to a perceived notion of unfairness and the sense that, in
this context, micropayments prevented a level-playing field for all gamers to compete upon, the majority of gamers felt strongly
against the pervasive and increasing presence of pay-to-win in current games, particularly as it dissuades casual players and those
with less disposable income: “More and more games are becoming pay to win and those who lack the money to spend on the game are normally
weaker than those who buy in game purchases. The people who don't [want to make the purchase] either quit or are forced to spend money. I
understand the people who make the game need to make money too but I do believe that there should be a minimization of in-game purchases that
give some people an unfair advantage just because they are spending money on the game.”23 When considered alongside the fact that gaming is
become more mainstream and more acceptable as both a hobby and a profession in everyday life, it serves to the contrary to prevent a
wider audience of would-be gamers from getting fully involved in the community by putting up prices on an already costly pastime.
Just 5.8% of players don’t purchase micropayments at all – evidence that they are indeed a valuable revenue stream for publishers –
however a mere 1.3% of gamers claimed they were fans of this payments system. The lesson for the industry here is clear: take a more
considered look at which elements of the game can or should be enhanced by micropayments, but definitely avoid implementing
micropayments in any instance where it serves to benefit one player over another.

Are games becoming less innovative?
This was perhaps one of the most interesting questions we asked gamers.
On a technical level, it’s clear that innovation remains prevalent within the gaming
industry as everything from graphics to controls systems to art styles continues to
evolve at pace. Yet on the other hand, the most successful gaming titles of 2017
were long-established franchises such as The Legend of Zelda, Assassin’s Creed,
Super Mario and Call of Duty; in each instance, the core gameplay involved has
not significantly changed over the course of a decade or more. There will always
be new generations of gamers being introduced to well-established franchises/
gaming formats, for whom the concept of more/less innovative is irrelevant.
However, there is still the question of whether the industry risks churn from
longer-term gamers who find themselves less engaged by titles than they were
in previous years.
More so than on any other topic, the gamers we surveyed were absolutely split
on the innovation issue, 37.3% agreeing that games are innovating less, 31.3%
No (405 votes | 31.3%)
contesting the fact, and 31.6% unsure as to how the current state of gaming
Unsure (412 votes | 31.6%)
innovation compares with the past. On the subject of long-established franchises not significantly changing gameplay, most players felt that this did indeed
Yes (487 votes | 37.3%)
demonstrate a lack of innovation, but, particularly in case of first-person shooter
games, were unsure as to how the games could be made more innovative in the
future: “In a series of games, with a set formula, what changes can be made? Take the COD series for example, it is the same basis again
and again, in fact take any first person shooter. The basis will always be the same so there will be little innovation…”24 Another echoed this
sentiment: “There isn't much innovation to get out a genre. There’s little innovation with the FPS genre too. So CoD just stays the same but rolls out a
new title over and over like Hollywood does with movies.”25 While gamers may feel this genre to be stagnant, it doesn’t appear to be such an
issue as to significantly reduce the popularity of these games in the long run.
On this subject, one gamer noted their excitement around games that disrupt the status quo, and that while games have improved
overall, they still lack variety in what they offer to the gamer: “Dont get me wrong, I love newer games and how they tell a story and sometimes
bring in different concepts, but for the most part, it just the same game as the last one. I believe games have improved and been very good for the most
part, but there not enough variety in games anymore I feel like. However, there are more games out there that are new and have variety in them, so I
can't complain, as long that people still make games that have a good story line, like Bioshock and Zelda, I'm happy about it. That's just what my opinion
on the subject.”26 The gamer is optimistic about the future of innovation in gaming; the progress may be slow, but it will be welcome
when it comes. What’s interesting here is that in conjunction with criticizing a lack of innovation in games overall, the respondent
praises games like Bioshock and Zelda, for having a strong plot, despite neither having significantly evolved mechanically over the
years.
On the flipside, some gamers were frustrated with the lack of noticeable development of games over the years: “I feel like games have
not broken that wall of innovation in a while a lot of things feel like they've become copies of concepts already existing but not bettered in anyway or
remakes of the same game.”27 While this doesn’t necessarily mean gamers are getting less enjoyment from gaming, others agree games
are not innovating as much as they should: “Gaming today has been less innovative for me. There are games that [are] fun to play, however the
gameplay mode are mostly the same compared to 10 years ago. I’m looking forward for VR in the future.”28
As the former comment brought up, VR could be a promising source of innovation for games in the future, but today, the tech has
not yet hit the mark. “Games companies are almost out of ideas and a new good game, with a style that hasn't been seen before are almost always
the best, such as PUBG, Games need to become more innovative, instead of continuing dead series such as COD and Assassin's Creed, and although the
new games are still good, they are just clones of the old ones, gaming needs to evolve, and VR is one of the few windows left for them and I hope that
major games developers will try to get into that style, but most will already be planning/making VR games I bet.”29 Given the predicted growth of
VR in general over the coming few years, this is a salient point. Although as the polls demonstrated, VR uptake amongst the
surveyed gamers hasn’t taken off as yet. VR systems still need their own application which has a strong enough USP to convince
gamers they’re a worthwhile investment. While the long-established franchises may be safe from evolution as now, it remains to be
seen how long the draw will last, before gamers start to tire of tradition and demand noticeable advancements from publishers,
both in new and existing games. The appetite is certainly starting to grow.

Who gets your vote for best major game publisher of 2017?
For years within the gaming industry a core handful of publishers have dominated
the market, both in terms of their share of overall revenues as well as the spotlight
afforded to their box office titles. Yet, take-up of specific gaming titles does not
necessarily translate into affection for the publishers responsible for them.
The two most purchased games of 2017 were Call of Duty WWII and Destiny 2,
yet the publisher, Activision – which was responsible for both – picked up just
2.4% of gamers’ votes for best publisher of the year. The launch of Final Fantasy
XV in November 2017 was arguably one of the gaming events of the decade, yet
publisher Square Enix secured just 2.9% of gamers’ votes for its efforts. In
contrast, Riot Games, responsible for the wildly popular League of Legends,
garnered almost one third of the vote (29%).
An honourable mention should also go to Nintendo, which began 2017 on a
high by debuting its innovative Switch console, complete with an initial
catalogue of well-received overhauls and updates to its own most popular
game series, including Super Mario Odyssey and Zelda: Breath of the Wild.
Nintendo’s successful 2017 from a commercial perspective did not come at the
expense of gamer sentiment, with 17.1% of players citing
Nintendo as their publisher of the year.

Other (539 votes | 41.8%)
Riot (374 votes | 29%)
Nintendo (220 votes | 17.1%)
EA (49 votes | 3.8%)

Square Enix (37 votes | 2.9%)
What is eminently clear is that commercial success does not equate to positive
Activision (31 votes | 2.4%)
gamer sentiment – as evidenced by the fact that 41.8% of players voted for
Sega (19 votes | 1.5%)
alternative publishers rather than the biggest names in the industry, with more
Sony (19 votes | 1.5%)
than a 10% lead over any of big name publishers. The discussion around game
developers and publishers is even more interesting, though. Only EA came out
with a negative sentiment rating overall, unsurprising given the extent of the
backlash to the Stars Wars: Battlefront II controversy, while Riot, Ubisoft and Nintendo came out as generally liked. The gamers were
cognizant of developers and their decisions, but while this may be the case, the discussion showed that for the most part, the big
players weren’t favored above their indie counterparts.
Gamers follow news and announcements in their industry carefully. They don’t swallow everything they’re told, rather they
scrutinize every move critically, particularly those of the gaming behemoths. They see through spin and lie, and, as the discussion
shows, are quick to call out the AAAs on it. They also give small companies a lot of attention, showing the breadth and depth of
consideration gamers give to the industry today. Independent and smaller developers are strongly challenging the AAAs for
dominance, especially in gamers’ minds. Gamers are seeing the indie companies as the bastions of innovation, producing new, fresh
plots and modes of gameplay. One respondent believes “The innovation from indie devs helps create the next generation of games,”30 while
another criticises the AAAs for leaning on the little guys rather than taking innovation into their own hands: “The lack of risk taking of
the big publishers...you guys are depending on the indie developers to make this industry go forward.”31
With upwards of 2000 games developers in the UK alone, and over two thirds of those founded after 201032, indie developers are
continuing to make serious waves in the market, with many gamers viewing the independents as more moralistic; putting good
gaming first and profit as merely a welcome side effect. As one gamer commented: “Smaller developers are able to make games that rival
the quality of AAA titles, and the fanbase is starting to reject the parasitic business practices holding us down.”33

Do you intend on purchasing a VR headset in the next 12 months?
Virtual Reality (VR) is often cited as the future of gaming and the hype surrounding
this technology reached new levels in 201734 as the hardware required to experience VR took further incremental steps into the home, with 13 million VR headsets
sold globally in 2017. In 2018, VR gaming in the home will be a reality, at least
technically speaking, so it was intriguing to find such a low level of nascent
interest in VR amongst the gaming community. Three quarters of players (76.1%)
said they did not intend to purchase a VR headset in the next 12 months, with
just 5.1% expressing a confirmed interest in splashing out on the new technology, demonstrating that both hardware developers and VR gaming publishers
will have to do more in the year ahead to convince audiences that VR gaming
has truly arrived and is worth the investment.
While the majority of discussion comments on the topic came out positively,
there is still a stark chasm between the gamers’ positivity towards the technology,
and their intention to buy and use it. While the overarching sentiment was that
No (961 votes | 76.1%)
VR would become a mainstream feature of the gaming industry in the future, it’s
Unsure (237 votes | 18.8%)
both the cost and a perceived lack of added value that’s holding today’s gamers
back from purchasing. As one gamer commented: “VR is slowly but surely making its
Yes (64 votes | 5.1%)
way into the market only being held back by cost most of the time (not always).”35 It isn’t
that consumers are lacking an interest in VR or its potential, but that at present, the
value add for gamers doesn’t outweigh the cost. As another respondent expresses:
“VR is a very interesting tech but still too new and expensive for myself personally, but it’s always exciting to see how people use this new technology
beyond gaming such as doing art.”36 It appears that gamers are seeing the potential for VR in other industries, but the high cost is a key
factor preventing them from shelling out on a piece of tech they’re not sure will improve their experience with the current games
offerings on the market. With costs for headsets reaching $599 for the Oculus Rift and $799 for the HTC Vive, it’s unsurprising gamers
are unwilling to meet such high costs for a single piece of tech in their whole gaming setup.
Leading tech and gaming influencer MarzBar echoed the sentiment that VR headsets aren’t yet resonating with the community; on
what developers might attempt in order to increase VR adoption amongst gamers, he suggests, “Make the headsets less bulky and easing
the set-up process.” With global VR gaming sales estimated at around $6 billion last year, and with a projected growth to $23 billion by
202037, publishers need to wise up on gamers’ opinions to make this a reality.

Gamers crave positive,
in-depth online conversations
While there are limitations to distilling an online debate to the level
of basic like/dislike, it’s nevertheless worth exploring the tone of the
comments made by players over the course of the Gaming Today
debate to get a high-level view of overall sentiment. Across the 1862
in-depth comments made by players, 63% were tagged ‘positive’, with
28% of those marked as ‘very positive’, demonstrating not just a high
level of satisfaction with the gaming experience and the gaming
industry, but also a huge appetite to discuss and share positive
stories and opinions with other gamers online. With so much of
online conversation historically dictated by participants taking to the
digital world to voice gripes, grievances and frustration, it’s refreshing
to see such a vibrant debate being conducted in such a positive tone,
with just 10% of the total comments marked as negative.
One further measure of sentiment is Qutee’s own ‘Q-Score’ metric,
whereby debate participants measure the topic of the discussion from
1% to 100%, from the extremely negative to the overwhelmingly
positive. The score offers new participants a topline feel for the quality
of the ongoing debate. With regards to this debate, of the 600+ ratings
cast, a fifth of those rated the industry as 90% or higher, with less than
one in 10 voting the industry as below 10%.

Gaming Today – lifting the
lid on players’ unique views
This discussion brought out a number of fascinating topics
that are at the forefront of gamers minds as they consider the
industry today. The gaming community was brought up in
17% of comments, with friendship and experience joining as
some of the main topics that continued throughout the
course of discussion, and graphics, gameplay and developers
also key areas of interest. DLC and lootboxes were unsurprisingly
cause for concern, along with microtransactions and early
development. EA was subject to a torrent of criticism, primarily
for Battlefront II and Fifa, and often came up pitted against
Witcher and Skyrim, as examples of games that were hitting the
players’ sweet spot.

The importance of insight
As an incentive to share such personal and complex viewpoints, the influencers ran a giveaway for the most insightful comment, and for
the person who shared the discussion the most. Unrivalled in the depth and nuance demonstrated through their insight, gamer
centurion-titus won a PS4 for ‘most insightful comment’, and their 1400 word analysis of the gaming industry today, offering unique and
personal light on the poll topics amongst other gaming issues. Here are some snippets of the comment that demonstrate the consideration and depth centurion-titus gave in sharing his insight:
“How much you play a game comes down to a few things. One is time. You can only game if you have time and time can be luxury, which not all have. I
enjoy gaming when I do it, but it is getting the opportunity. Gaming also comes down to how much you enjoy a game and how replayable it is. If a
game has many options, opportunities and uniqueness for different factions, modes then I will want to return to it and play it again. But if a game is
the same in same out no matter the faction you play as or the character you play as it would put me off. I don't mind a game being story driven, for that
is the point in the campaign, but will I want to go back and play the campaign again and again or just certain levels from it. I would like to see a
campaign, which changes each time I play, the choices I make lead to different consequences each time. It feels like it needs to be unique but also have
the satisfaction of feeling like I have completed the whole campaign and not have too many options.”38
This insight offers an important lesson to games publishers. What makes gamers put in the time for your new release, and make the space
in their daily schedules to sit down and play? What makes gamers come back to it again and again, even years down the line? As centurion-titus explains, the key is in the wealth of options and opportunities, and the diversity of experience within them, it’s about depth of
storyline and gameplay. Publishers are often criticized for the lack of innovation in game plots, with new releases showing the same
rehashed plot over and over again. Though clearly a contentious issue: some classic games will be loved no matter what, as centurion-titus
notes below, but Battlefield, Zelda and Mario have all come under fire for no progression in their story over the years. Publishers need to
find the delicate balance between offering the variety that players crave, with the satisfaction of coming to an overall end goal.
“Are games less innovative? In many ways they are. Some games seem to be literally the previous version in a different skin and better graphics and that
is it. Some games series just don't seem to stop like COD. Sometimes you have to kill off a series. Many a time games have seemed very samey for you
have to do x, y and z and no more, but some people enjoy this with games such as COD. There has still been innovation over the years which have
improved gaming. Take Total War on this matter. For years they were doing historical titles and suddenly they do a fantasy one, Warhammer Total War.
Warhammer in a way brought Total War back to life, with new dynamics such as magic, monsters and individual lords and heroes. It changed the way
people played Total War for the better and made it in some ways more interesting after issues they had with Rome 2 and Attila. They also decided to go
for a trilogy of games, [are] they milking it for more money? Not in my opinion. They are giving three games, which focus in on different areas of the
Warhammer world so that some races and factions aren't half done and all that. With each game that comes out, they can see the issues people had
with the others and improve on it for the later. This also combines with the mega campaign map they have, by owning all three games you will be able
to play on a huge campaign map and face the joys and woes from all three games, yet at the same time being able to go back to the individual title you
loved.”39
Here again lies another important lesson for developers and publishers. centurion-titus analyses Call of Duty as an example of a
game guilty of pushing out the same old story, but gives Total War the kudos for its continued imagination and innovation, while
staying true to its roots. It’s clear that better graphics just don’t cut it anymore. While gamers welcome graphical improvement, it’s
the marked innovations like a fantasy title from a traditionally historical series, and the focused attention to make sure each version’s
factions and races feels complete. Most importantly, it’s clear that gamers are acutely aware of when their opinions have been taken
into account by developers and publishers. They can’t be bought out with cosmetic changes. If publishers want to keep gamers’
allegiance, they need to listen more closely and put gamers’ wants and needs at the heart of their future R&D.
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The bigger picture
In other areas of the discussion, two particularly interesting debates arose over broader themes within the gaming industry and
community. These were some of the biggest talking points with gamers breaking out of the main discussion thread to comment on
them with more depth. They address some of the lesser explored areas of the modern gaming debate, which makes them particularly
interesting findings. The first sheds light on the popularity of streaming, as shown by the poll, but more importantly, it elucidates
gamers’ opinions on streamers, influencers and content creators as a whole, and the social and cultural impacts they have on
gaming. The second brings out insight into players’ thoughts on funds, developers and publishers, and the dynamics that play into
their relationship.

Influencers add a new side
to the gaming experience
The meteoric rise of the influencer in the past decade has left no corner of the internet untouched. In gaming, not only do these
creators garner huge audiences on the more popular social media platforms like YouTube and Twitter, but so too have they amassed
followings on streaming platforms such as Twitch, where gamers around the world can tune in to watch their favorite influencers
play in real time. Gamers in the discussion have been showering these figures with praise, from facilitating community, to achieving
mainstream acceptability for gaming, to driving the industry forward. Not only do influencers create a community spirit on their
comments sections and in live chat, but gamers also credit these discussions as planting seeds for meeting new gamers from around
the world who become gaming companions and friends, both online and in real life.
Living in an era where everyone is hidden behind a screen, it is fascinating to see that something as simple as watching a dedicated
gamer play is all it takes to develop new, close-knit and loyal friendships for gamers the world over. It’s not surprising, though that
this is such a huge draw for players; as this discussion has demonstrated, game buffs have strong opinions. It only follows that finding
other people to discuss their beloved pastime is of great importance. As one gamer notes: “That feeling of wanting to connect is achieved
through streaming because you converse with that Streamer and the other people in the chat”.40 What’s more, as another gamer highlights,
streaming doesn’t just connect those within the same influencer or game’s following, but with the wider gaming community too: “With
the growth of platforms such as Twitch and Youtube, it has helped more games to be shared and communities to have other platforms to join together.
Watching streams helps me to meet others who enjoy similar games and hear about games of similar types. It also helps for interaction with content
creators and all that.”41
Of course, closely tied up in the impact influencers have on creating communities are the wealth of games now played over the
internet, not only on PC but across consoles and mobile too, and the enormous shift in the dynamics of play brought about by
multiplayer gaming. One player notes that “Another reason for gaming's changes [is] the online aspect of it. When you started being able to play
people across the world competitively, games started to switch from a purely single-player aspect to a multiple player one, giving people access to the
world all over again, with different cultures and people simply on the other side of a screen, sharing themselves with others. New friendships were made
possible, and that made certain games more loved than others, with people remembering friends through their games and holding those games dear
to their hearts.”42 Not just a touching sentiment, this offers an insight into the psyche of gamers, demonstrating how this community
creates extremely personal and emotional connections. Gaming is a huge part of many people’s lives today, and the friendships
forged through it create enduring memories but can also help individuals to engage with other cultures and backgrounds.

Taking top publishers to task
The other hot topic brought out in the discussion was the relationship between developers and publishers. Gamers blamed publishers
for forcing developers’ hands and were seeing these tactics play out in poor quality and issues upon the game’s release. As was
brought up earlier in the report, there’s a strong feeling that it’s the independent developers making the biggest contribution to
innovation in gaming. However, what’s also apparent is that gamers perceive big name publishers as profiteering from the indies’
creativity, with little remuneration for either the developers or the consumers. There’s a strong sense from gamers that large corporates
will instill the ‘profit first’ ethos into independent developers.
As one gamer notes, “We’ve arrived at a point where [big publishers] don’t create a game thinking first about the game-play and the story, but
about microtransactions and DLCs, and then build a game around those traits. Sometimes developers are forced by the publisher, already in late
development, to [include] those things in their game”.43 There seem to be conflicting priorities between established publishers and indies,
and many gamers corroborated that indies develop games with the sole purpose of improving player experience.
Alongside expressing their issues, gamers were keen to provide constructive criticism and advice for the industry mavens. “Witcher 3
made by CD Project Red. All developers should take note of how CDPR develops their games. They are the developers we need and deserve. (There are
other companies that care of course but they are few and far between). Also it's not all up to the developers unfortunately, the publishers put deadlines
on games making it tough for them to make the game the developers envisioned.”44 This player advocates Witcher 3, from developer CDPR, as a
prime example of how big publishers can stick to their moral standing while producing great games.
Another suggests: “My hope for the future is that game makers (both studios and publishers) will try try innovation over just using the flawed systems of
today. This can include making new franchises instead of just remaking old ones, increasing game prices so that developers don't need such invasive
microtransactions to turn a profit, and setting more accurate release dates so developers can have time to sufficiently test and design a game.”45 This is a
particularly interesting insight given the majority of the gamers’ concerns with the cost of gaming today. However, if considered
alongside the poll result that 70.6% of gamers think the industry gives them value for money, perhaps it’s not surprising that gamers
would pay more for a game upfront if it meant improved game quality and developers were handed back the reins of creativity and the
time they needed to fully execute on their vision without the pressure of unrealistic deadlines.

Raising the standard
of online debate
What makes the Gaming Today debate different from many of the other conversations currently taking place online is Qutee’s ability
to derive data from the discussion by automatically tracking, archiving and analyzing gamers’ comments as they’re posted, as well as
publishing live poll data in a graphical form for everyone to see.
Qutee allows influencers, brands, publishers – anyone with a digital community - to easily capture qualitative and quantitative insights
about their audiences’ experiences. Starting in the gaming sector, Qutee’s goal is to improve the standard of online discussion so that
players finally get the quality of debate they deserve, while influencers – not to mention game developers and publishers – get a better
understanding of what their communities are thinking, allowing them to improve their content accordingly in the future.

Influencer perspectives
Over the past six months, Qutee has worked with a wide range of gaming influencers to help them better understand their audiences and raise the level of gaming debate online. These are the seven leading gaming creators, and pioneering data influencers, who
curated the Gaming Today discussion on Qutee:
CapgunTom is a FIFA YouTuber and Twitch streamer who began his channel in 2008. His content focuses on squadbuilders, trading
and road to glories and is watched by his 1 million subscribers.
homelespenguin is a FIFA YouTuber and Twitch streamer with 260,000 people subscribing for content covering pack openings,
squad builders, and sniping videos.
Huzzy is a League of Legends YouTuber sponsored by Steelseries. His content covers gameplay, guides and how-tos over on his
channel HuzzyGames, watched by 130,000 subscribers.
lionheartx10 is a Total War YouTuber and Twitch streamer. His near 300,000 subscribers watch his videos showcasing gameplay,
battles, campaigns, news, and previews.
MarzBar is an entrepreneur and vlogger who focuses on lifestyle and tech topics. He runs three channels: MarzBar, MarzBar Vlogs
and TechFlow, an informative tech show. His daily vlogs regularly rack up 60,000 views, and his main channel commands 610,000
subscribers.
Oakelfish creates FIFA content, vlogs and comedy skits for 500,000 subscribers, on his YouTube channel which he founded in 2010.
Phylol began his YouTube channel is 2013 and creates videos with League of Legends guides, commentaries, tips and tricks for his
600,000 YouTube subscribers.
From highlights and lowlights to predictions and advice to publishing titans, here are what a few of these influencers had to say
about their own views on gaming today:
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Their top 5 games of the past five years
Capgun Tom: FIFA 12, League of Legends, PlayerUnknown Battlegrounds, Pokemon Go and FIFA 15
homelespenguin: The Fifa Series, GTA V, Skyrim and Fallout 4, Destiny (my most played Xbox game other than Fifa) and
Counter Strike Global Offensive (it’s over 5 years old but still my favourite FPS)
Huzzy: Number 5 would be Grand Theft Auto 5, it modernized the franchise with giving a completely open world to a
multiplayer player base, it is crazy, intense and insanely fun. Also, growing up with games like Vice City, San Andreas, the GTA
Franchise will always be something I enjoy. At number 4, Overwatch – I don’t believe it’s easy to release new franchises in the
FPS market especially with how dominant Call of Duty and Battlefield are but Overwatch managed to do so. It combines a
very competitive play style with a very open cartoony aesthetic. For number 3, PlayerUnknowns Battlegrounds, as although
it’s very new it took a relatively new genre - battleground games - and improved nearly everything about them. It gets your
heart beating more than any other game I’ve played, and has amazing gun control comparable to a Battlefield title but the
loot/survival objective constantly keeps you on your toes. World of Warcraft is my number 2. This is not the greatest game in
most aspects - most modern MMORPGs beat WoW in most aspects areas from one and it’s the most important one. For me
the community aspect of World of Warcraft is unmatched in the gaming world and many of my personal friends I first met in
the fantasy World of Warcraft - this is something I will always be grateful for. Number 1 is again a bit of a cheat answer but It’s
League of Legends, although released officially in 2010 it is an ongoing game that is patched (around every three weeks
per update) and is my main game of choice, the number of hours I’ve put into this game is unmatched, it’s the ultimate
competitive experience to me with game knowledge and mechanics being the highest dependant skills.
MarzBar: PUBG, League Of Legends, Farcry 3, Call Of Duty Black OPS 3 and Guitar Hero LIVE
Oakelfish: Firstly, FIFA (12-18), as not only has it become the main game I use to upload content to my channel, it is also
the game played most often by my friends. I have also really enjoyed playing the Call of Duty series as this was always my
favorite game to play growing up and I still love getting my hands on the latest game when it comes out. Player Unknown
Battlegrounds was a huge game for me in 2017, having amassed over 250+ hours of game time in a short space of time.
The latest game I have checked out didn't cost me a penny. It's called Fortnite and is similar in concept to PUBG only less
realistic, meaning it appeals to a wider age demographic. It's probably one of the most popular games at the moment, I
can't believe it's free!
Phylol: League of Legends, World of Warcraft, Assassin's Creed Origins, Shadow of War and Dying Light for me personally.
These are the games that I’ve either played the most or have been the most memorable.
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Their 2017 gaming industry highlights/lowlights?
Capgun Tom: My main highlight has been witnessing the rise of augmented reality through games such as Pokemon Go,
while the cost of gaming has to be the biggest lowlight, particularly through microtransactions.
homelespenguin: A highlight surely has to be the popularity of gaming. Each year gaming is becoming more recognized
as a professional field, and where once someone may have been ostracized for being a gamer, they are now accepted with
open arms in a growing, and amazing community! The lowlight certainly has to be the influence of pay to win on new
multiplayer games. Whoever can afford to spend the most money is normally at an advantage within gaming and I am
strongly against this method. Gamers should be rewarded through skill and time spent playing, not by who has the most
surplus cash!
Huzzy: Sadly, there were more apparent lows in 2017 than highs. The one that springs to mind instantly is the EA Star Wars
Battlefront controversy which basically made the game Pay to Win or having to spend hundreds of hours to unlock the
main reason you bought the game. Or you could spend around $2,000 to unlock the things you wanted. The way they
handled the situation was also quite poor. Although it has now been “fixed”, many people feel the damage has already
been done. One high I can think of is the success of the League of Legends. The view numbers are very promising with the
highest concurrent viewership around 106 million people watching during the Semi Finals for the World Championships.
There have also been big leaps surrounding the professional eSport scene in North America with many major sport
organizations buying into League teams such as Golden State Warriors, Cleveland Cavaliers, and Houston Rockets.
MarzBar: PUBG was a big highlight, but I think overall the gaming industry is a little stale.
Oakelfish: It has to be the launch of PUBG on XBOX. Although I still play it on the PC I think it's great that they launched in
on XBOX. A close second would be the release of Fortnite. Like I said, I think it's probably the best game out at the moment
and it's totally free to play, although it does offer in game purchases.
Phylol: My highlight is probably eSports, as most games now have more structure and a long term plan which will keep
the game growing. For lowlights, the fact that there are microtransactions in every new game. Also, the new Mass Effect in
2017 was awful and rushed - I think some game developers have fallen into thinking they can get away with releasing
unfinished or bad games but this year I think the gaming community really took a stand in trying to stop them.
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Their top 3 gaming predictions for 2018
Capgun Tom: I think we’ll start to see copycat versions of Pokemon Go outside of Niantic, who are already bringing out a
reskinned Harry Potter version this year. There’ll be a huge surge in titles being released with the Battle Royale game style
after the success of PUBG and Fortnite. There will also be more investment in eSports from major companies.
homelespenguin: After the success of Player Unknown's Battlegrounds I believe more console gamers will now move
over to PC for their gaming experience, though not for sports games such as Fifa. My second prediction is that eSports will
become regularly featured on television, and my third prediction, and also hope, is that many more games will become
free to play, due to the influence and need for microtransactions.
Huzzy: One is that VR will either explode or die - right now there is a game that is booming in this area called VR Chat but
that bubble may burst or continue to grow. Second is that the power of the gamer will grow. With the massive backlash EA
received for the Battlefront disaster, I believe the players will gain more power by choosing to boycott similar situations,
and the more this happens the more change will occur for the better. The third is that a major network will pick up gaming
coverage and broadcast it on one of their main channels. There has been some eSport coverage on BBC3 in the past and
ESPN 2 but I believe in 2018, a network like Sky will have a dedicated coverage and channel for eSports – ie. Sky eSports.
MarzBar: I think there will be pushing for higher refresh rates and pixels i.e. 4K/120Htz.
Oakelfish: I feel like PUBG and Fortnite will only grow larger as more and more people join the games and spread the
word of just how good they are. FIFA is leaning more towards an eSports angle so it will be interesting to see which
direction they take with their new game in September!
Phylol: I think there will be way more VR games as the VR sets are cheaper and there are better games now. Battle Royale
style games will also become much more popular and Overwatch will get bigger again with the new league starting.
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What does EA Sports need to focus on improving for FIFA in 2018?
homelespenguin: I believe they need to make the game more affordable to casual players. So, like I said before, I believe
the game should be free to play due to the need of investing real life currency in microtransactions to play the game
successfully.
CapgunTom: EA Sports need to focus on making FIFA more fun for the average user. At the moment every mode you play
is highly competitive and discourages casual players from playing the game. I play the game a large amount and haven't
been enjoying it as much as every game I play is against high ranked players - it means no chance to relax and try new
things out.
Oakelfish: I think they have taken pretty clear steps to try and make their game more suitable for a competitive environment,
making the game less focused on the casual user and more so for the eSports scene. I personally don't take part in FUT
Champs aka the weekend league, or Squad Battles. I hope they find a way to add a new game mode to entice the casual
user to play the game more. I feel that less and less people are interested in things like packs now and are more focused
on FUT Champs.
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What does RIOT need to focus on improving for LoL in 2018?
Phylol: Probably game balance and adding to the new rune system. The system is completely different so there are some
very strong and also very weak choices which make the game less fun to play. Some champions aren't really playable
anymore because they can't use any of the new runes very well. I think that will have to be the main focus - addressing all
the champions that got left behind with this overhaul.
Huzzy: Riot could do with improving a lot of things, but it vastly depends what type of player you are; the current direction
of the game seems to be opening it up to a broader, more casual audience, but many people like myself don’t fully agree with
that. LoL became the biggest game in the world by not holding the player’s hand and some of the player base may leave if
this trend continues. Player behavior is also something that concerns most players. It’s not a very enjoyable experience when
you have some people raging in your video game time, a time that is meant for relaxation and enjoyment. So potentially the
tribunal should make a comeback. It was a system that put the player base themselves in charge of a percentage of the
player bans and punishments to set community guidelines and the foundation of the player behavior system.

Where next for gaming in 2018?
At a glance
Games that capitalize on replayability through vivid worlds and storytelling will favor a subscription model;
replayable gems with simple yet interesting mechanics will continue to follow the freemium model.
eSports’ popularity will continue to intensify. Currently, streamers act as a counterweight to traditional media, but they
could easily be given the channels/shows/airtime for broadcasting these tournaments on major networks.
AAA titles offer gamers the mechanics and experiences that gamers love and are familiar with, but the likely breakthrough
in VR may come from something completely novel that can define a shift.
Mobile gaming has opportunities to grow with regard to storytelling and emotion, and wider audiences may be
targeted with longer form games on their mobiles. There may also be supplemental mobile apps to AAA titles,
like Fallout with its Pipboy app.
Digital board games will continue to gain traction with PC gamers due to their affordability and replayability.
2018 may bring a new contender to the AR space, after the wave-making but non-sticking Pokemon Go.
Today, gaming is a pastime and a profession, an escape and a community, a science and an art form, and of course, a global
talking point where the satisfied and the cynical coexist. Our discussion has shown that while gamers are positive about the
industry overall, they hold collective concerns about issues such as costs and proportional quality, the increasing inclusion of
microtransactions and paid-for DLCs, and early games development as well as established franchises. VR remains the elephant in
the room; many assume its inevitable heyday will come, but currently, its utility and subsequent ubiquity is under question.
Finally, a special, dishonorable mention goes to EA for FIFA and Battlefront. Truly no stone was left unturned in the gamers’
analysis of what gaming and the industry mean today.
However, who can predict the gaming of tomorrow? The community is a huge part of what weaves the gaming industry and will
form the shape it will take in the future. Conversations like those included in this report will continue and it’s up to brands to get
involved, listen and communicate with their audiences. 2017 was the year gamers asserted their opinions more forcefully than ever
before. Moments such as the Battlefront backlash represented the turning point where gamers drew a line in the sand, and the
community pushed back hard.
Armed with the digital space to invite and gather the collective opinion of the gaming community will become an increasingly
potent force for change, shifting the power imbalance in the industry towards a democracy where every voice is heard and all
players in the industry, including developers, publishers, companies and brands can act to make a positive change. Data-fuelled
debate platforms, such as Qutee, enable broad discussions and simple curation of opinion. Community-built public data is the key to
online democracy, not only in gaming, but in every conversation and on any given issue. The power of dialogue will be accentuated via
sites like Qutee that hand this power of mass insight to everyone. Here, open access to data has proven to be a powerful tool for gamers
to hear and to be heard, and this is just the start of the conversation. Qutee provides the firepit for debates that will continue to grow
and endure, both on the site and through other media. Whatever direction gaming may take in the future, it is clear that there is an
appetite for sharing opinions and engaging in debate, so offering gamers a place for debate will only serve to strengthen the popularity of gaming. Qutee welcomes gamers to make sense of it all.

About Qutee
Founded in 2015 by CEO Tim Wilson and CTO Flint Barrow, Qutee’s mission is
to permanently raise the standard of debate online, for everyone’s benefit.
The US/UK startup is the developer of the world’s most advanced digital
comments and discussion platform. It helps any digital content creator –
from tech influencers to media companies, publishers and brands – to
engage with audiences in a more meaningful way by delivering real
insights from online data discussions. The platform is already generating
1000s of comments from engaged communities for key gaming and tech
influencers such as Capguntom, Huzzy, MarzBar, Oakelfish and Phylol.
Qutee is privately backed and fully owns the intellectual property
behind its technology platform. Board advisory members include
Elizabeth Linder, who previously launched Facebook India and led
Facebook EMEA government relations, and Jim Hodgkins, ex-CEO of the
world’s leading psychographic consumer data company VisualDNA.
For more information about Qutee, visit www.qutee.com, and for the
Gaming Today report, visit www.qutee.com/q/gaming-today.
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